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And in this edition…….

by the Editor, Andrew Powell

These have been terrible, tragic times for some and troublesome times for many. As little sailing has been possible so far this year, this edition does not include the traditional reports on the activities of the dinghy and cruising fleets. However to compensate and, hopefully, raise members’ spirits we have some light-hearted articles, a
summer quiz and accounts of past sailing experiences.
Anna Knight, a long-standing member of the Club, has provided some entertaining recollections of her sailing
experiences and times spent at the Club and, in doing so, provides an interesting historical record. Stuart Cleary’s
fascinating article on Plagues shows that we are not the first to be confronted by a deadly pandemic (those
members who stay on boats moored in Rock Channel should be aware that rats are more than capable of walking along ropes!).
Gary Palmer reaches Cornwall in a further article about the voyage in his Cornish Trader and provides two further, entertaining, articles on his past sailing experiences. Eric Zon finally reaches his destination to take part in
the RORC’s Caribbean 600 race and took a less strenuous way back! As we have been confined to our home,
Florence Powell has not been able to prepare her usual piece on the Rye Harbour Nature Reserve but I am grateful to our foreign correspondent, Jerome Montmorency, for stepping into the breach with an article on a
Yachting social event in France.
Those of us still experiencing periods of boredom and frustration could do worse then delve into the journals of
long distance sailors who have endured long periods of isolation such as Sir Francis Chichester, Robin KnoxJohnstone (“A World of my Own”), Joshua Slocum, Bernard Moitessier (“A Sea Vagabond’s World”, Eric Tabarly
or Ellen MacArthur (“Taking on the World”).
As always, I would like to thank those who have put aside their work, the garden fork or even the TV remote
control in order to contribute articles.

An old view of what appears to be Strand Quay
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Message from our Commodore, Eric Zon
Many of us are now slowly moving back to a situation closer to normality. We can sail again although
in a family group or just with one friend. The situation changes rapidly so maybe this has been further
relaxed. Our thoughts have to be with those of our fellow members and friends though who have to
keep self isolating till it is safe for them to stop doing so. We can only hope that you will have some
summer left to go sailing or, who knows, we might have a beautiful sailing autumn this year. Hopefully you will enjoy the magazine and if you feel inspired please send in a story for the next magazine to
the editor apowell@lawdisputes.co.uk

In the meantime for those who can go out the club has quite a fleet of club dinghies you can use. Can
you not go out on the cruiser you are used to it might be a good time to get back to basics and try out a
dinghy. There is a dinghy WhatsApp group you can join for info on last minute sailing and what dinghies are available.

Lastly the last months have shown all of us how important it is to find more enjoyment closer to home.
Now might be the time to guide your friends, family or acquaintances, who are interested in sailing,
towards RHSC. I cannot promise we have a full program yet but the club house is in a beautiful position and there is a lovely area to sail both for cruisers and dinghies.

Fair Winds

Eric Zon

Wanted– articles for the Jolly Roger!
If you would like to share any sailing experiences or your expertise with our readership or simply make
a comment, your articles or letters to the editor will be gratefully received and considered for inclusion
in a subsequent edition of the Jolly Roger, We aim to maintain a balance between material relating to
dinghy sailing and cruisers and also between articles which are informative, educational or downright
comical and so please do not be offended if an article you contribute does not appear immediately. Articles or letters should be submitted to the editor (apowell@lawdisputes.co.uk) no later than 14 days
before the publication date (i.e. by 16th November for the Winter edition, 14th February for the Spring
edition, 17th May for the Summer edition and 17th August for the Autumn edition).
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From Swallow & Amazons to RHSC - My Sailing Life Story
by Anna Knight
How long have you been sailing and when did you first learn to sail?
When I was around 10 years old I watched the first TV film of Swallows and Amazons and there began a dream
that has stayed with me all my life. My unbelievably, incredibly awesome mother had, as a child, saved all her
pocket money and reserved each new Swallows and Amazons book so she got her new copy immediately it
came out. I devoured all her books as she had once done.

At home we had an old wooden sledge which you could sit right inside of, like a boat, if you turned it upside
down. ‘Swallow' needed a sail and a mast which my mother, understanding my dreams, organised and installed
for me. However, soon it wasn’t enough. It occurred to me that it might be possible to make it go on land if I had
some wheels. I hunted down some old pram wheels. I figured the boat would move if I could get the sledge to
stay on them. It wasn’t very stable but I could balance on it carefully. There I was, sail set, sitting in my boat,
waiting for the wind to blow me along. That didn’t work. However, the garden had a gentle slope. The two parts
were balanced one on top of the other. With my heart in my mouth I climbed on. Then me and my boat were
running down the slope out of control. I didn’t fall off and we all reached the bottom together, but only just .

Where did you grow up and what brought you to Rye?
I grew up in Hertfordshire. When I was at Secondary School I was lucky enough to be able to join a group of 9
other students to learn to sail once a week. Although it was only for 6 weeks it was a dream come true. We
sailed Herons at Rickmansworth Aquadrome.

Many years later, I was married and
had 2 children before I got my RYA 1
and 2 at the Lea Valley Sailing school.
There’s another story there. But staying on track we bought Kittiwake, a
Wanderer as a family boat; sailing on
Sundays at Bewl Valley and having
holidays in Cornwall, and the Lakes. I
trailed her to the Isle of Man, alone.
A different kind of story, but to stay
with this one….
Realising another dream we bought a
cottage near Rye in 1993, so that’s
when Kittiwake and I ended up joining RHSC. She sat in the compound
unused for 2 years.

Anna in Kittiwake
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My Sailing Life Story

by Anna Knight

From the shore the river looked too narrow after my experiences of sailing on the sea and in lakes, so I wouldn’t
go out. I didn’t have a crew either but that hasn’t stopped me since! People still say that the river’s too narrow
and scary to sail on. I can reassure them that when you’re on it, it’s wider than it looks. I would never have found
that out without the help of a sailing acquaintance at work. I had joined the club but I didn’t know how to ask
anyone there for help. I don’t think I’d be able to get away with that these days because someone would be in
contact!
Peter Courtney-Bennett did the safety boat duty every week. He could be seen sitting in an open boat with an
inboard engine that, somehow, he kept running. Whether waiting for the dinghies in the middle of the river, or
at sea, he was always smoking his pipe. It was a shock when he died. To me he was part of the river. I photocopied and saved the article that was written about his life, and as a tribute to him, in the RHSC news. He was remembered for being Rear Commodore, and ‘an active member of the Wednesday working party, doing maintenance work on the boats and the clubhouse’.

I didn’t race, just sailed when the safety boat was out. By October 1997 the new powerboat was in use - the Dick
Cooke. Peter was out of a job!

I have a copy of the 1997 Summer Programme, the year that I joined the racing. The club had one dinghy for hire
- a Cadet, later joined by three Toppers @ £3 per hire and one Wanderer @ £5 per hire. There was a £100 excess! Nick Martin was the Hon. Sailing Secretary - Dinghies. There were three Dinghy Racing Series’, Cup Races, a
joint Dinghy/Cruiser race and Dinghy Sail Sampler sessions. There are a dozen names down to do OOD duty.
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My Sailing Life Story

by Anna Knight

Mark Whiteman ran a Dinghy race training weekend, gave an ‘Introduction to Racing’ talk, and a sail and powerboat training weekend. But after a few years, the number of boats taking part had fallen from about 6 or 7 to 3
or 4 and, as we crewed for each other, OOD was a luxury and was done from the safety boat or not at all. But
this core of 3 or 4 people didn’t all sail regularly. As far as we knew there were no new members.
I became Hon. Sailing Secretary Dinghies, because none of the others wanted to. I had to work hard to keep the
dinghy section alive because there was so little sailing happening and there was a threat that the dinghy section
would be closed. I did the calendar, OOD and a safety boat rota (in hope more than expectation) which were still
usually done by one person out of whoever turned up, as I remember. I nagged the Membership Secretary, Richard Hopper for up to date dinghy membership lists so I was able to introduce myself to new members by phone.
I made a nuisance of myself by phoning and emailing people to remind them they were doing a duty. I produced
a monthly news page and sent it to every dinghy member. It was thanks to my head of department who kindly
allowed me to make photocopies of my efforts, at the school where I worked. I licked lots of stamps and envelopes too.
The title became Rear Commodore
Dinghies under the second Commodore - Howard Bates, who was extremely supportive. We were desperate and I felt we might get more support if the people with the interest
and skills were asked to do the duties
that they felt they would like to do.
He asked if I would like him to call a
meeting for all dinghy members to
make them aware of the fact that the
Dinghy section of the club was on the
brink of closing. The room was full.
They were very worried and their responses were very positive. The small
group of enthusiastic, active dinghy
sailors
grew.
After
countless
meetings, about encouraging more
people to sail, offering varied sailing
events, activities and training, both
sailing, and safety boat, and offering
refreshments, we managed keep dinghy sailing alive at RHSC, with the
help of non-sailing volunteers and
helpers from the cruising section.

Kittiwake

I phoned new dinghy members to invite and remind them about sailing events. I invited anyone who was deciding which boat to get, and everyone who expressed an interest, to come for a sail with me. Especially people
who had just joined and feared the river as I had done. I was encouraged by our new members, couples and families in particular. In August 2011, I ran a sailing week which was well supported by them. My friend and crew
Carol Arnold and her grandson Josh did most of the Safety Boat cover helped out by Bill Lewis. Eric Zon might
remember a silly race we did with ducks or balls in the river which he and Hamish won I think!
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My Sailing Life Story

by Anna Knight

Bill Lewis was the third Commodore. He fully supported dinghy sailing and kindly awarded me Life Membership
for in his words ‘saving the dinghy section’. I am very grateful. Thanks to old and new enthusiastic members who
had rallied round giving the dinghies a new lease of life because of the huge snowball effect. After Bill, Simon
Marsh, under the next Commodore, did the duty of Rear Commodore Dinghies and I was given the job of looking
after new members, a role I found very fulfilling. Recently, I have been asked to be the Club Safeguarding Officer
which means I will be writing the Safeguarding Policy and training members about it. I am the first point of contact if a member has any concerns to do with the welfare of any of our members

Which are your most memorable sailing events or adventures at the Club?
There was the Fairlight drama involving a Laser, a Topper, my Wanderer, a little cruiser and the rescue boat. Two
hours after high water, the little flotilla set sail towards Hastings on a falling tide. The destination was Fairlight
Cove. We couldn’t get ashore there, even though we had walked along the cliffs at low tide to check for a spot
clear of rocks. The tide was still too high to see our way through so we rafted up and picnicked in the cruiser.

Little cruiser and Kittiwake at anchor at Fairlight discussing hasty departure
as the sky went grey and the wind picked up

The wind got up behind us as we ran home, increasingly sailing at the limits of our incompetence. The Laser had a
stuck rudder and was towed by the rescue boat. The cruiser chased after the Topper which had headed off to
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My Sailing Life Story

by Anna Knight

Camber. It lost its outboard in the sea as the waves lifted the boat and slammed it back down, hitting the outboard on the sand and wrenching it off the boat.
Meanwhile I was running before the wind which had turned into a Force 6-7. My mainsheet was suddenly loose:
the knot on my end of it had opened and the boom was free; the sail was slapping it back and forth over our
heads. Obviously, we capsized. Carol was rigid with fear in the water, so she couldn’t think, speak or move. She
was hauled into the RIB and one of the rescue boat crew, Josh, swapped places to help me. Over and over we
went, capsizing again and again until she was full to the gunnels. The mast had bent and torn away, and all the kit
had gone. Josh and I, in water up to our waist, were in hysterics, not really caring what would happen next, or
how on earth we would get back. A fishing boat came alongside and offered to help. We were so grateful to
these kindly, amused fishermen for stopping and pulling us aboard. They tried to tow Kittiwake, but she broke
away.
Kittiwake had disappeared towards Camber and I was too tired to care. The next day I heard that she and all her
gear had washed up on Camber Sands. In classic shipwreck fashion she was lying on her side, half in buried in the
sand. Her bent mast, boom and oars had been collected and lay on the sand beside her. Everyone on that Fairlight adventure who was free to help was there: scooping out buckets of sand so that we could right her and
move her on rollers up to the car park and somehow onto the trolley and trailer. I could at least tow her and her
gear back to the club. They were all so kind. They helped me to scoop the rest of the sand out of her and wash
her down. The Fairlight Cruise had been my idea and it was my decision to go that day.
I was debriefed by the Commodore - Howard Bates, who was surprisingly understanding about it all. The mistake
I had made was to choose the better of two weather forecasts, relying on a member who only sailed cruisers for
their advice about which one to believe. I had done that cruise before with no problems. I learned a great deal
from that experience. Having no problems in ideal conditions doesn’t mean there are no problems. The ‘Disaster
at Sea’ has become the watchword of those who were there. [More on this will appear in a subsequent edition]
Another memorable cruise was when we sailed to Camber Sands for chips. It was an expedition that relied on
critical timing as the tide goes out so fast. We had to get our chips and dash back to push the boats off the sand.
The extra strength we got from the fear of having to wait for the tide to come in again was tremendous!

I love cruising in company. Around
1999, I was able to spend a weekend
cruising with other Wanderers on a
backwater near Chichester. We left the
slipway and worked our way between
the withies marking the shallows, to
get to the sea. We entered a river
which would take us to the village
where we would have lunch. With the
wind coming from behind we were on
a easy Reach. After a lovely picnic, sailing home involved a long beat back
down the river to the sea. That was a
challenge single handed!
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by Anna Knight

I made it to the sea and looked behind to find the banks of the river weren’t exactly littered with Wanderers but
many were stuck. That’s when I saw how useful it is sailing at Rye Harbour which teaches you skilful tacking, efficiently avoiding fishing boats, cruisers and the odd tanker. It can seem a long haul out to sea and back, but come
on, we get a tow from the RIB if we need one!
I have helped at the Maritime Festival, taking contact details of people who showed an interest in joining the
club. If they were still interested when I phoned them, I took them out. I even got two new members that way!
One of the people who left her contact details with the RHSC at the Rye Maritime Festival was Sue Saich. In all
the years that I have taken people for a sail, I have never had such an awesomely positive reaction from anyone!
Sue joined RHSC but after a couple of times crewing for me in my Wanderer, she felt the boat was a bit too terrifyingly tippy. So we sailed in Sea Crest, my Mirror dinghy, where she developed enough confidence to buy her
own boat. Now we sail in her racing Mirror, Smine. Each race with Sue is a memorable event. If you want to know
more, you clearly need to come to the club.
Nowadays the RHSC dinghy section is stronger than I’ve ever seen it, thanks to the Commodore Eric Zon, John
Powell, and Rear Commodore Dinghies Simon Marsh, the Dinghy Committee and Claire Powell who, with her
team, provide delicious refreshments from cakes, biscuits and buns to BBQ hot dogs and burgers. And she organises a full social programme.
There is a Winter series in addition to 3 Summer Series’ and Free Sailing. There are now two Open Races, more
trophies and a bigger fleet taking part in races, potentially as many as 15 or more, I believe. People sign up to
Rescue and OOD duties with a bit of prodding, but there are enough active members to fill them.
The new build added changing rooms and
a garage for the RIB. More improvements
are in progress. For example, alterations to
the old part of the building to make a
room with a view of the river and the
boats sailing out to sea. garage for the RIB.
The compound is regularly cleared of unused boats and thought goes into where
boats are kept so that the view from

Racing up the river

the clubhouse isn’t impeded by masts!

How do you think more young people could be attracted to take up sailing?
I was a Special Needs teacher and Child Counsellor working with very badly behaved children with special needs
in a Secondary School in Croydon. For some reason I thought they might like to go to South Norwood Lake with
me after school once a week and learn to sail. Another event doomed to failure! In the end they had more energy than I did, to make the afternoons my idea of successful. In other words, it had to stop!
So what do I think encourages young people to sail? An active club with good facilities is obviously very important. I don’t know if that’s the whole answer to the question. The experience at South Norwood Lake taught
me that it’s more than providing boats and the opportunity to learn. And members are, by and large,
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by Anna Knight

enthusiastic, helpful and approachable. We have conversations about sailing with young people of all ages, who
come to Try Sailing days about whether they might want to do it again. I would also listen to what they would
like to get out of learning to sail, and obviously make it clear that they must join the club if they want to sail
more.
For me, it began with the idea of an adventure. I needed to learn to sail in order to fulfil a dream. The spark ignited in me when I was very young. I saw sailing as a route to independence. I still love just messing about in a
boat, and cruising alone or in company with other boats. I enjoy racing too. I didn’t come from a sailing family.
Obviously, if you do, the sailing opportunities are greater to sail from a young age. The boat you have makes a
difference as to what kind of sailing you can do. Anyway, I know that the committee must often have thrashed
out how to attract young people to sailing, but it comes down to problems of individuals ages, membership,
safeguarding and insurance. The biggest ask involves experienced volunteers willing to give up a few days sailing or racing, to help. Imagine a ‘Racing and More' Series - a couple of race days. Two or three short races each
day. Imagine that one or more dinghies would take one or two young people. Letting them get involved with
basic sailing skills. You know that they would probably be a bit anxious at first, and then imagine their enthusiasm to win - their faces and their excitement because they feel safe. Imagine our Senior Instructor’s delight!
Obviously a BBQ at the club would be nice after the last race. I would support this way of following up the first
sparks. If you had told me, as a young person at a Try Sailing day, that you could offer me this, you would definitely have encouraged me to start sailing even if I hadn’t read Swallows and Amazons!

You were unwell a few years ago. How did this affect your sailing activities?
I became an instructor and was asked to assist at Bewl Valley Sailing Club but, as RHSC had subsidised my
course, I didn’t go. Soon after that at I was asked to help at Camber Lake over the summer. I would have loved
to have done that. It was bad luck that by then I had been diagnosed with an illness where I felt I couldn’t take
responsibility for groups of children until it was under control. Looking back it would be probably have been
fine. After 2 years, the medication had stabilised the symptoms. I was very anxious about sailing again after so
much time, and my balance was affected by the medication, which didn’t help my confidence. I feel so grateful
for all the blissful years I had before then. I support Rye Harbour Sailability to help people with disabilities to get
out on the water, who would otherwise not be able to. If I couldn’t sail independently, that opportunity would
change my life. One member of Rye Harbour Sailability wants to learn to sail and we will take that forward carefully. As I learned from that fateful Fairlight disaster, “just because you’ve had no problems it doesn’t mean
there are no problems”.

Do you have any plans to extend your sailing skills in any way?
I’ve been a member at RHSC since 1993. Not counting my 6 weeks at school, I’ve been sailing for 36 years, and I
have never practised using a spinnaker. As it’s now a requirement of the Dinghy Instructor pre-assessment, it
has to be on my bucket list, my pride is at stake!

Please forgive me if I have mis-remembered, forgotten, or muddled events or personalities, from the last 27
years. I hope you enjoyed the story.
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Plagues - An historical Perspective

by Stuart Cleary

Why are we, Mariners, surprised about the
Coronavirus?
Just imagine crewing on a merchant sailing
boat in the Med’ back in the old days! What
could have been more amazing than coming
into Venice under sail? Or trying to leave a
busy port like London or Constantinople
waiting for the wind to be right, heavily laden
with a full cargo, setting out to a new land to
trade in the Mediterranean with nothing but a
knapsack, your fellow crewmates, oh and a
load of Rattus Norvengicus stowaways– brown
rats to you and I, who were also carrying unwanted guests, fleas! These jumped on to the
next passing dog, cat, human and spread it far
and wide.
Coronavirus Covid-19 looks to be airborne and long lasting on surfaces. It is very simple but effective. It arrives
in a body and identifies its weaknesses, lungs, heart, insulin production, whatever, and causes havoc. Younger
metabolisms don't struggle as much to fend it off, but constant exposure will weaken the system, as we have
seen in the NHS. The very old seem to be the biggest victims by far. RIP.
In 588 AD an Egyptian vessel, unnamed, carrying grain, put into Marseilles. Quite a few local townsfolk purchased objects from the cargo and, within a day, people had caught the disease. A household of eight people
was completely deserted after the residents showed immediate signs of plague, a dark, vivid, pustulating swelling in the groin: bubonic plague; better known as the Black Death.

The infection didn’t spread through the
households immediately. Some time
passed, then the disease started again
flaring up and rushing through the town
like a raging forest fire.
The crew onboard the ship were not
affected; the plague was spread by fleas in
the grain attaching themselves to feeding
rats which spread into the town, a rat
“Epizootic”. It exploded when the fleas
left the dead rats and moved onto humans.

Marseilles during the Great Plague

The people of Marseilles fled! The sickness raged for two months wiping out the old, the frail and the poor.
Word spread that it has passed, so people returned to the town, bringing with them new infected fleas on their
clothing, and in their food.
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Fresh rats hitched a ride in the wagons and bacteria from the initial epidemic, still scattered in the town, waited
to infect the unaware returning folk. 75% of the population dead in a short space of time, the same all over Europe.
In 1348, the same again, this time in June, brought in by
boat from Gascony into Weymouth, Dorset. Within a year
it had reached London, killing 50% of the population...
Ships had to ring the plague bell to warn off other boats
and trade suffered terribly. People were hungry, their immune system weak. European and Eastern wars helped
stoke the bonfires of famine and plague to our shores. No
wonder they were struck down with such ease. Plagues
struck every 20-30 years, killing around 20% of the population.
In 1518 the first regulation to stop the plague was enforced: infected households had to, by law, hang a straw
bale on a pike outside their door for 40 days. I bet that made a big difference! The Great Plague of 1665 was the
last major plague in England. Starting in February, it had killed 100,000 in London within seven months. The
worst death rate was 7,165 in one week!
The Great Fire of London in 1666 is credited with curbing the spread, but we now are all experts in viruses after
Covid-19 and that single event seems unlikely. Maybe we should just set fire to London again and see if it works
a second time!
Ships create the perfect conditions for containing and incubating the infection of a viral disease; a veritable floating
petri dish. The limited space, mixture of supplies, humans
and other creatures have always been at the forefront of
epidemics throughout history. Corvid-19 first caused alarm
in the West when it tore through the Grand Princess, a
huge passenger ship, their wealthy inmates imprisoned on
a floating nightmare off the coast of San Francisco. That
was March 2020, although it seems like years ago now.
This was written in May, we will have to see if the crisis is
still with us when the next issue comes out. What do you
think?
Answers on a postcard please
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Lockdown Summer Quiz

By the Editor

To take part in the Quiz, identify (a) the narrator or author of each literary or historical extract or confined person as the case may be and (b) the place which is being described or where the person is confined, as the case
may be. In order to avoid misunderstanding, I have clarified what is required at the end of each extract.
If you wish to take part, please send your answers to me by email (apowell@lawdisputes.co.uk) by 2400 hours
on 30th June 2020. One point will be awarded for each correct answer and the winner will be the person with
the most points. In the event of a draw, the names of those with the joint highest points will be placed in a hat
and the winner’s name pulled from the hat by Emma Powell, a mathematician and PhD research student in Epidemiology at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine.
The winner will have the choice of a box of chocolates or a selection of soaps (to perfect their hand washing
techniques). The result will be communicated to the entrants by email. The correct answers will be inserted in
the next edition of the Jolly Roger.

(1)

The hut allocated to me was made out of stone and measured 4 metres by 4 metres. The windows were
barred. There was an opening in the door with an iron grill. This door opened onto a guardroom measuring 2 metres by 3 metres which had a solid wooden door. This was where my guard stayed—there would
be a changing of the guard every two hours. I was never left out of their sight whether during the day or
at night and to facilitate this my hut was lit at night. [the island and narrator– 2 points] [Clue on front
page]

(2) After dinner ******* again returned to the garden, where he sometimes had his coffee brought to him. My
son then visited Mr. Balcombe’s family, and ****** and I walked up and down. We frequently remained in
the garden until the night was far advanced and the moon rose to light us. In the mildness and serenity of
the night we forgot the burning heat of the day. ***** never was more talkative, nor seemed more perfectly to forget his cares, than during these moonlight walks. In the familiarity of the conversations which I
thus enjoyed with him, he took pleasure in relating anecdotes of his boyhood, in describing the sentiments
and illusions which diffused a charm over the early years of his youth, and in detailing the circumstances of
his private life, since he had played so distinguished a part on the great theatre of the world. [the island
and person referred to– 2 points]

(3)

He found her at home. There was a large fire burning on the hearth, and one could smell from far the fragrant reek of burning cedar and sandal wood. As for herself, she was busy at her loom, shooting her golden
shuttle through the warp and singing beautifully. Round her cave there was a thick wood of alder, poplar,
and sweet smelling cypress trees, wherein all kinds of great birds had built their nests—owls, hawks, and
chattering sea-crows that occupy their business in the waters. A vine loaded with grapes was trained and
grew luxuriantly about the mouth of the cave; there were also four running rills of water in channels cut
pretty close together, and turned hither and thither so as to irrigate the beds of violets and luscious herbage over which they flowed. Even a god could not help being charmed with such a lovely spot, so Mercury
stood still and looked at it; but when he had admired it sufficiently he went inside the cave. [the island and
person being described– 2 points]
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By the Editor

(4)

I mentioned before that I had a great mind to see the whole island, and that I had travelled up the brook,
and so on to where I built my bower, and where I had an opening quite to the sea, on the other side of
the island. I now resolved to travel quite across to the sea-shore on that side; so, taking my gun, a hatchet, and my dog, and a larger quantity of powder and shot than usual, with two biscuit-cakes and a great
bunch of raisins in my pouch for my store, I began my journey. When I had passed the vale where my
bower stood, as above, I came within view of the sea to the west, and it being a very clear day, I fairly
descried land—whether an island or a continent I could not tell; but it lay very high, extending from the
W. to the W.S.W. at a very great distance; by my guess it could not be less than fifteen or twenty leagues
off. [Identity of Narrator and author—2 points]

(5)

By far the most civilized are those who dwell in ******. Their entire country borders on the sea, and they
do not differ much from the Gauls in customs. Very many who dwell farther inland do not sow grain but
live on milk and flesh, clothing themselves in skins. All the ***** paint themselves with woad, which produces a dark blue colour; and for this reason they are much more frightful in appearance in battle. They
permit their hair to grow long, shaving all parts of the body except the head and the upper lip. Ten and
twelve have wives 16 common among them, especially brothers with brothers and parents with children;
if any children are born they are considered as belonging to those men to whom the maiden was first
married. . . [Island being described, people being described and author– 3 points],

6.

With respect to location shown above: Name of fictional location, name of real location, what confined
person is called– 3 points
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The Wadi in the Mortar

By Gary Palmer

Whilst doing the shore-based part of a navigation course some years ago, one of my fellow students asked if
anyone would help crew for him across the channel, from the Medway to Zeebrugge.
Not having a boat of my own I was always keen to take up any invitation like this and so signed up for the trip
and duly turned up at Gillingham Marina on the appointed day. After meeting the other crew and a quick tour
of the essential items on the boat by the owner, the engine was fired up, the kettle went on and we slipped
lines.
I was at the helm whilst tea and sandwiches were being made and after a few minutes a big mug (of tea!) appeared in the companionway, shortly followed by an immense doorstep of a cheese sandwich, evidently
hacked out of a very resistant loaf with a quite blunt instrument.
After a few slurps of tea, and some time concentrating on keeping clear of other boats, I started to attack the
sandwich, nudging the tiller with my bum to keep us on course.
We then entered an area of debris in the water as you sometimes see where seawater and river flows meet,
and it took my attention as it was quite extensive and, although it was largely comprised of patches of seaweed, with small pieces of wood and foliage and the odd plastic bottle, there were one or two larger pieces of
wood and a few small tree branches. So I felt duty bound to take careful note of what was ahead, lest our trip
was stopped before it had got started by something jammed or caught round the prop.
I had just forced a (large) piece of the cheese sandwich into my mouth when just ahead there was a more dense
accumulation of tide wrack. I altered course to avoid the worst of it, and as we drew level I glanced over the
side and across at its contents moving quickly past, being surprised at the odd items contained in it. And as I did
so something regular and familiar caught my eye, and close by, and clearly silhouetted against the light, were the
fingers of a hand.
I paused for a second or two of indecision, my mouth open and jaws paused from their unequal task with the
sandwich, and then did two things; I shoved the gear lever from forward to reverse, unfortunately far too quickly
by the sounds of mechanical complaint from the gearbox, and then tried to call out urgently to my fellow crew
that there was a body in the water.
What came out of my mouth however was quite unintelligible due to the volume of cheese sandwich I had so
recently taken on board, and was anyway ignored by the rest of the ship’s complement who were by this point
busy on the cabin sole untangling themselves from each other, mugs of tea, their own cheese sandwiches and
sundry items of ships’ equipment – all deposited there by my hasty change from forward motion to reverse.
After a few seconds the face of the winner of the impromptu wrestling match below appeared in the companionway and, with creditable control, said ‘What the f*** are you playing at?’
Still with my mouth full of more cheese sandwich than I could comfortably manage, and accompanying my
words with ejected pieces of fine but unchewed pieces of cheddar and wholemeal bread, I said, ‘There’s a body
in the water’. Unfortunately, what came out was something like ‘Mares uh wadi in the mortar’ and the recipient
of this information simply goggled at me in incomprehension, whilst clearing unwelcome and unexpected pieces
of cheese from his cheek and forehead.
To be fair, although my diction was definitely hampered by too much cheese sandwich, there was also quite a bit
of noise coming from behind him from the cabin sole, and not much of it was polite, complimentary, or indeed
humanly possible, as the runners-up in the wresting match below competed for second place honours and let
vent to their being unceremoniously felled to the floor.
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‘What the f*** are you talking about’ said the cheese-spattered face in front of me. And I forced the majority of
sandwich which had not been ejected down my throat and said with greater degree of clarity this time ‘There’s
a body in the water’.
The cheese-encrusted face goggled some more as comprehension vied for control over outrage and then said
‘Jesus!’ and clambered into the cockpit. ‘Where?’ he said, with as much gravitas as a man with cheese all over
his face can muster.
At this point, and although our conversation had only been what seemed like and probably was only seconds,
the boat had gathered some sternway, and like all yachts in this mode of operation had then proceeded to take
charge of direction of travel, to the consternation of a couple of boats that had been following us and who, impolitely and unnecessarily, gave me the benefit of their views.
I knocked the engine control out of reverse, and to stop our rearwards progress, nudged the throttle ahead
slightly. Of course this was a doomed action as the throttle was quite sensitive and the engine revs instantly increased quite a bit… well a lot actually and, before I could correct my error, the boat lurched in reaction to my illadvised tampering and further sounds of bodies and crockery contacting hard surfaces was heard from below,
accompanied by the sort of comments you would expect from people who had been dumped on the cabin sole
for the second time in as many minutes.
I quickly found neutral and we were, to my relief, almost stationary in the water. ‘Where? Cheese Face repeated. I looked but could not see or recognise the patch of tide wrack that I had seen the hand in. Cheese Face
stopped looking outboard and fixed me with a somewhat wide eyed and expectant glare, eyebrows raised high.
At this point the Wrestlers joined us from below for a rather cramped communion in the very small cockpit, all
as expectant as Cheese Face for justification of the disruption of the past few minutes.
I gazed around hopefully feeling somewhat uncomfortable at the apparent complete absence of evidence. But
then, now someway ahead and to one side, I thought the tangle of flotsam looked promising.
With less conviction than I was feeling I pointed the boat towards the patch and, as we approached, the outline
of fingers became visible. There were gasps from the Wrestlers, but Cheese Face said nothing and just got hold
of the boat hook.
Having now some experience of the tenderness with which to operate the throttle I executed a perfect slow
controlled stop with the patch of debris containing the hand right alongside the cockpit. Cheese Face dipped the
boathook and the hand bobbed in the water, now clearly displaying a distinct orange tinge, and with a deft
movement fished out the glove that was the cause of this small cameo of sailing pantomime.
Postscript:
Many years later there occurred an incident at sea which was strangely similar to that recounted above, and
indeed the misidentification of a floating glove had an influence on this later event nearly forty years on ... but
you will have to wait for a further instalment or two of 'The Tales of a Cornish Trader' to find out what this was.

Gary Palmer
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The Royal Ocean Racing Club’s Caribbean 600 By our Commodore, Eric Zon
I left you last in Tenerife where Dick picked up the boat on Wednesday 22nd of January and managed to leave
two days later after filling up the boat. They had to motor the first day but had their fair share of wind after
that and arrived after 17 days on February 10.
Start of the Caribbean 600 is on Monday 24th and the finish party is on Friday 28th, a tall order. The course is
typical for a RORC race that, with prevailing winds, it would be mainly beating and running. We are staying in a
villa before the race and are having a great time. English Harbour is a great place to be, in itself beautiful but
also full of the most exquisite yachts I have ever seen together. Very nice to get on board of Maiden as well and
see how well she is set up. Funnily enough we meet Amber, who sails from St Leonards Sailing Club and is helping out on Maiden and is crew on one of the other superyachts. We also do some light training and get ready
for the race. We are with a crew of 5 so 2 watches and a ‘floating’ Captain Dick.
From the pre-race blurb:

“The Royal Ocean Racing Club’s Caribbean 600 is one of the great ‘600 mile’ ocean race challenges, along
with epics such as the Rolex Fastnet Race and the Rolex Sydney Hobart Race.
Its tropical setting might lead you to believe that it is not such a hardcore event as those others, but that
would be misleading. The Caribbean 600 features a tortuous course between islands, working with currents,
beating into trade winds and coaxing past the lee of land in one of the most interesting offshore courses to
be found anywhere in the world.
The race annually attracts a great range of yachts from the latest IRC designs to big classics and schooners,
and is firmly in the calendar of the some of the world’s best racing sailors.
The 600nm course circumnavigates 11 Caribbean Islands starting from Fort Charlotte, English Harbour, Antigua and heads north as far as St Martin and south to Guadeloupe taking in Barbuda, Nevis, St Kitts, Saba and
St Barth’s.”

From the crew we spoke to about last year’s race about half of the boats didn’t make it due to damage or exhausted crews. Predictions this year, however, are for light winds which in itself might not be bad for Laura
and its crew.
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The RORC’s Caribbean 600

By Eric Zon

We come into the start on a starboard tack and have to tack to get over the line. We are amongst the first boats
over the line in our class (3) on the seaward end of the line, which we are happy with. Slower classes start first
and it is interesting to see how the other classes start and where they go (and how fast they pass us!). Although
there are quite a few Corinthian boats with our 40 feet we are one of the smallest and there is a huge contingent of big racing boats including several 70 feet trimarans who do the race in 46 hours against our 5 days.

Seventy-three teams with 700 sailors
from 37 different countries took part
in the 12th edition of the RORC Caribbean 600 and 67 finished. We tack
far in and then we tack far out and
see most of the fleet creeping under
us. Bad decision but better than the
poor guys who tack in too close and
get stuck on a rock- end of race for
them!

Disruption to the trade winds produced a tactical and strategic battle in predominantly light air. The traditional
trade wind experience of blasting around the 600nm course was replaced with wind traps at most of the 11 Caribbean islands. This enabled us to catch up with the fleet and we saw this happening over and over again, sometimes to our advantage and sometimes the opposite.

Bernie our fore-decker
well covered up Australian
style
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The RORC’s Caribbean 600

By Eric Zon

We sail almost the complete race within view of the same 8 boats from our class which does make it feel like
match racing. The hardest time we have is around Guadeloupe where there is a big wind shadow. It is so large
that you would have to go more than 20 miles offshore to get out of it which, with our boat speed, would not
be worthwhile. Anyway, we make it around the island and than have to beat up all the way Les Desirades
against a current which is strong enough to set us back at times .
There are several watch changes where the new watch comes back up and is surprised that we are still in the
same place.

Catching up
David Preston celebrating his many awards in the Cruiser
section

After this we have a lovely spinnaker run to Barbuda
where the turning point is back to the finish in Antigua. We now have to beat to the finish and are still
within sight of the same 8 boats. It is Friday afternoon and there seems to be little (or no real) chance
of us making it back in time to the finish party. You
can still finish but the race is very much set up for
people to fly in on a Saturday and back the following
Saturday.
The wind completely dies and some of the competitors are getting nervous if they will make their flights
and they are also not too keen to miss the party!

Sleeping during the race in hot conditions
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The RORC’s Caribbean 600

by Eric Zon

From one of the yachts come the immortal words on VHF ‘I have a meteorologist on board and studying the
patterns there will be no wind now for 48 hours’. They suggest contacting the organisation to ask if we can finish
where we are and motor in. One of our crew is keen but the rest wants to finish properly and all the other boats
take a holding stance. Now I am not quite sure if it was Michael Fish himself or a relative but after three hours a
lovely breeze sets in and we have a gorgeous reach back to the finish line, where we finish about 0800 in the
morning. We finish 6 in class out of 11 and just under half into IRC. Not one of my best races but, without doubt,
the most enjoyable one and it has really given me a taste to return to the Caribbean.

Laura Team after finishing Caribbean 600

Rum for finishing!
Laura returning to Southampton
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Guilty M’Lud!
By Gary Palmer

The ‘F’ Word.
Decision, Dilemma, Weather, Accident and Mechanical Failure at Sea.
One day towards the end of April about 30 years ago,
I had a call from Tom, a chum who was to skipper
one of three boats to sail in company to the Channel
Isles. He wanted me along as we had sailed together
quite a bit and were familiar with each other’s capabilities, and he wanted someone he could leave on
watch, as the rest of the crew were first-timers to
sailing. A friend of his had arranged the trip, chartered the boats, and organised all the people and
victuals, and it sounded too good an opportunity to miss, especially as I was keen to push up my logged seamiles.
I did question that it was quite a long trip for inexperienced people, and wouldn’t just a sunny day afloat somewhere more local and a couple of pints after in Lymington or Yarmouth be a better introduction. But he said
that they were all keen as mustard and were inspired by the distance of the trip as a bit of an adventure. And if
the weather didn’t look great we could always defer to somewhere less challenging.
Well, who was I to pour cold water (salt or otherwise) on their enthusiasm?
So I agreed to go, and a few weeks later we were on
our way to Poole to meet up with everyone. We had a
pleasant and uneventful drive down, and we chatted
about the forthcoming trip and the weather prospects,
and I ventured that, as is often the case early in the
year, the general land forecast had mentioned the
possibility of fog patches especially around coasts. But
we were to attend a skipper’s meeting which would
include us all listening to the latest Shipping Forecast
which I fully expected would, as ever, dictate what we
would do. So later that day all three skippers and
watchkeepers duly gathered to hear what the next 24
hours would have for us.
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I don’t now remember all the details of the forecast except that Thames, Dover , Wight, Portland and Plymouth
had light and variable winds and… fog patches. Definitely fog patches. Not any doubt about that.
Now I hadn’t got that many sea miles logged at that time, but I had had one encounter with fog which taught me
the debilitating and disorientating effect it has and which was enough for me to combine with a night passage
and crossing the channel shipping lanes and instantly assume that the Channel Islands were off the agenda, and
that we should go to the pub for the evening, and have a relaxed breakfast before toddling off to somewhere
relatively local, maybe giving the first-time sailors the views of the Dorset sea cliffs to the West and afternoon
anchored in Studland Bay.
Decision.
So imagine my surprise when at the end of the forecast, the organising skipper said ‘ OK, not too bad. Ropes off
in 30 minutes everybody’. There was a moment of quiet and a voice was raised questioning the fog in the forecast, to which the reply was something like ‘They always make that sound worse that it is, it is only likely to be a
couple of patches, we’ll be fine. Let’s get the show on the road.’ The meeting broke up and we departed to our
boats. As soon as we were out of earshot of the organiser and the other skippers, I voiced my concerns to Tom,
who agreed that fog was a bit of a potential worry, but said that the organiser had been long arranging this trip
and was very keen for it to go ahead, but that we should discuss it with our crew.
We did discuss it with them, but they, having not sailed before, let alone in fog, and sitting in the warm sunshine
with a couple of lunchtime beers inside them, were heartily against changing the plan to something less than the
original. And Tom, although a bit bothered by the potential prospect of fog, agreed to go with the majority, with
the passing comment that ‘Jim on ‘Tasla’ has got radar anyway, if we do get any fog we can just stick to his tail
for a while if we are still near shipping or approaching land.’
Dilemma,
So in the space of a few minutes, I was suddenly and unexpectedly
faced with a dilemma. I really didn’t think that it was even a consideration that we should leave based on the forecast, but if I baled out then
no one would be going anywhere on our boat – Tom wouldn’t sail at
all without me or another watchkeeper on board. I remember staring
at Tom, hoping my brain waves, which were shouting ‘Stay put’, would
connect with his. But it was to no avail, my signals were not connecting and he turned away to start getting ready for sea.

I continued staring at the space where Tom had been and then found myself thinking, ‘Am I being paranoid?’ , I
had never doubted Tom’s judgement before. And ’Well he’s the skipper, if he thinks it will be OK, then should I
really be doubting him?’
And then, kicked out of my reverie by answering daft questions from our crew about where their wardrobe was,
and ‘Where should I put my suitcase?’, almost mechanically I started getting myself, and the boat, ready for departure.
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And so we sailed. It was a fine evening, there was enough wind to make 5 or 6 knots and the mood on board was
good. But it was definitely a bit hazy. As the light faded we started watches, Tom taking the first and I got my
head down and quickly fell asleep to the distant low rumble of big ship engines transmitted through the hull.
Weather.
I was woken by Tom with a cuppa and a report that “All’s well. Quite a few ships but the viz is ok and Jim’s radar is
giving him good additional info to keep us out of the way, so we’re following his stern light. The wind died some
time ago and we’ve been under engine for a while.” It was dark by now but on deck the visibility was pretty good
and I took the watch with John, one of our new-to-sailing crew, who was fascinated with being at sea at night for
the first time.
But the good visibility didn’t last long. As I nipped below for some sustenance, John called and said ’I can’t see
Tasla’s stern light anymore, it seems to be a bit foggy’. And foggy it indeed was. I asked ‘Whereabouts was Tasla
before you lost sight of her? Was she ahead or to one side? Do you think she turned? ‘. John replied, ‘Ahead… I
think. She was there one minute and gone the next’. I pushed the throttle open some more and stared ahead,
trying to ignore the glare of our pulpit-mounted nav lights on the fog, and feeling the tension rise in me. We really needed ‘Tasla’, her radar, and Jim’s skill to keep out of the way of the shipping . Then both of us saw her stern
light, 15 degrees or so off the port bow- Jim had made a turn.’ There!’ we chorused together and I put the helm
over to line up again on her stern.
What then followed was one of the most taxing nights I can remember at sea, or for that matter on land, as we
tried to keep on Tasla’s tail. The fog was thinning and thickening variably and Tasla’s stern light – effectively our
safety beacon – would sometimes melt away to nothing and we had to increase speed to where we thought she
would be. Sometimes her light would appear again quite quickly dead ahead and we had to slow down and occasionally sheer away to avoid a collision. Sometimes she would be somewhere to port or starboard. Sometimes she would not appear for many long seconds, and we held our breath until, peering intently into the murk,
we found her again. And all the while the distant, and no-so-distant, deep bass of large vessel’s fog horns could
be heard over the noise of our engine, with our fog signal ‘trumpet’ seeming decidedly inadequate.
The concentration and strain of keeping this frequently fading light in sight was considerable, and when Tom
came up he and I swapped places for a while as our eyes quickly became tired and unreliable in trying to focus in
the poor visibility, and we nearly lost Tasla several times when we thought we could still hazily see her, only to
find that this was a trick of tired eyes with nothing solid to focus on, and we were lucky to find her again and
which, fortunately, we continued to do.
After what was seeming to be an endless, tense and very tiring night, we gradually became aware of a change in
the light, and it was with great relief that we realised that we could see the outline of Tasla’s stern and cockpit
becoming visible, and daylight started to drive the brooding and tortuous foggy night into a dark memory. It was
still foggy but less dense, and a couple of hours later we emerged, quite suddenly, out of the fog and into bright
sunlight, the strengthening sun having driven the fog into small pockets, and by the time we were tackling the
approaches to St. Peter Port, very fortunately, the fog had lifted completely.
Accident and Mechanical Failure.
As we had all used quite a bit of fuel motoring through the night we first went to the fuelling pontoon. ‘Tasla’
went ahead of us and we stood by whilst she approached the pontoon. Her helmsman did a good job of coming
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alongside, but didn’t seem to be taking the way off of her and we saw one of her crew jump ashore with a rope
and run aft, away from the still moving boat. However, as she ran along the pontoon to take a turn around a cleat,
spilling free loops of rope from her grasp as she ran, she unwittingly stepped into a bight in the rope. The boat
was still moving ahead quite determinedly, some turns went on the cleat, the rope started to lift as the strain
came on it and the unnoticed bight tightened around the leg of the unfortunate girl.
We watched in horror as the forward motion of ten tons of Rival 41 applied its force to the rope now fixed around
her calf, and the scream that followed was every bit as loud and awful as you would expect. ‘Go astern, go astern’
we all shouted, but the failure was not of the helmsman. We found soon after that the gearbox linkage had parted and although the helmsman had the engine control lever fully in reverse, the gearbox was still in forward drive,
and all his attempts at pushing the control lever further and further back only resulted in more and more revs
pushing the boat forward, and increasing the pressure on the rope wrapped around the unfortunate girl’s leg.
At this moment, it looked like we were to be the unwilling and helpless witnesses to someone being seriously
and dreadfully injured. But suddenly and with almost James Bond film like action, a yardsman working on the
quayside some 10 or 12 feet above, risked injuring himself and vaulted straight down onto the floating pontoon
below and severed the rope with a single blow of a very large and heavy knife. The rope sprung away and the girl
fell down clawing at the rope still wrapped around her leg.
At this point, the realisation of a mechanical failure had become apparent on board Tasla, the engine was
knocked into neutral and crew jumped ashore to assist the still screaming girl and get the boat under control. We
went alongside to see if there was anything that we could do and someone ran ashore to find a telephone to call
for an ambulance (no mobiles that far back…!). The girl’s leg looked awful. Although mercifully it was not bleeding, and appeared not to be broken, the pull of the rope had left a circular dent about a half inch deep all the way
around her calf muscle. It was wince-inducing to see. No one had any idea what to do faced with an injury like
this – it wasn’t covered in any First Aid books on board. But fortunately, transport arrived quite quickly and she
was taken off to see people who would, we hoped, know how to deal with the situation. But we had a horrible
feeling that this was going to be a long-term and debilitating injury.
Everyone was, not surprisingly, stunned by the accident, not least of whom was the helmsman of Tasla who was
inconsolable, though as it transpired, entirely blameless. But to everyone’s surprise and relief a few hours later
the injured girl returned, limping but in remarkably good spirits, and the news was much better than anyone had
expected, as surprisingly it appeared that she had not suffered any long term damage to her leg, and although she
would be in pain for a while and would have extensive bruising, she was expected to make a full recovery. The
hero of the hour was of course the yardsman without whose selfless and swift action the injury would have been
much ,much worse.
Whilst our injured crew member was away we chatted to Jim about the night passage and his radar-guided path
through the shipping, and it became clear that it had been as every bit as tense a night for him as it was for us,
several times dealing with awkward combinations of approaching shipping converging on us from opposite directions.
We then moved on to tie up in the marina, and, apart from those who had slept blissfully through the nights’ activities, all who had stood watch during the night fell instantly asleep. I was woken by Tom shaking my shoulder
and saying ‘Come on mate we’re going for something to eat’ . As others will testify, the prospect of a good meal
will normally bring me back to life and dispel the lassitude of sleep or fatigue very quickly, but the efforts of the
night had seriously taken their toll and I can remember nothing of the meal, apart from wishing I was in my bunk,
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which I returned to early in the evening and slept on right through to the following morning.
The day dawned bright and clear and with a good forecast (‘good’ for me now meant almost any forecast that
didn’t mention the ‘F’ word) and a favourable tide to catch, there was no time to hang around or go sightseeing ,
and we were soon headed back to Poole. We motored out and soon, this time blessed with as good weather as
we could want, we turned the engine off and made good and untroubled progress under sail back towards
Poole.
More Mechanicals.
And so it was that after an excellent sail we picked out the Poole Fairway buoy ahead, and losing the wind as we
neared the land, we turned the engine on, slipped into gear, put on some revs and… nothing happened. No progress, no propwash. Nothing. We soon had the engine covers off and, so recently reminded of the frailties of
gear linkages, examined and pushed and pulled everything that looked like it might be causing the problem, and
then tugged on our beards, scratched our heads, and even (obviously as a very last resort) looked in the engine
manual. But nothing we did made any difference and the prop shaft remained stubbornly inert. Fortunately we
had sailed back in company with our small fleet and, after trying various ‘alongside’ variants, took a conventional
tow with a rope from our bow to the stern of the towing boat ahead.
So now there was different sort of tension from the foggy night. This time it was primarily the concern of our
salvor ahead, having to keep forward motion despite any other traffic, lest we rammed him. We positioned
someone in the bows, ready to release the tow if it became necessary, had the kedge anchor ready to be
dropped, fenders and boathooks in hand on both boats.
As we joined the increasing traffic all heading towards Poole Town Quay, this became more intense with a few
shouted exchanges happening from the bows of our lead boat to some other boats ahead. But we also had another problem; we needed to pass through the lifting bridge at Poole to get into the marina beyond. The bridge
opens regularly but only for a short while, so we needed to gauge our speed to arrive at just the right time. Too
early and there would be a gaggle of boats slowly circling to maintain steerage, and we did not want to have to
tangle with them as our lack of manoeuvrability in the confined space next to the bridge would cause mayhem.
At this point in this tale of incident, you are now probably expecting me to report that, having avoided getting
caught broadside across the bows of the chain ferry or in collision with other boats on the way to the bridge, we
now missed the bridge opening or low way and became inert sideways across the narrow section opposite the
Quay, or just a timely rope-around-the-prop scenario.
But I must disappoint. We (or rather our tugboat) got the timing and pilotage through the traffic just right and
we arrived at the bridge just as the last queued boat was making its way through and we glided into the basin
beyond without a pause, and even let go the tow rope perfectly on time to just have enough way on to tie up to
an empty berth that presented itself, right on cue.
PostScript: Engine Malfunction.
We heard from the charter company later that the gearbox was knackered and I don’t think that they believed
our story for one minute. But I swear that is how it happened; we motored out with nothing apparently amiss,
turned it off, sailed all the way back, and when we turned it on again there was no drive.
So why have I submitted this to the Court?
Because the lesson here (and my personal confession) is pretty obvious: I should have had the courage of my
own convictions (no pun intended – I don’t have a criminal record) and not sailed.
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Not already a member of the Club but would like to join? - follow the
simple instructions below:
1.

Download an application form from our website: http://www.rhsc.org.uk/Membership

2.

Refer to the notes on page 3 of the form and decide which category of membership is appropriate for you or your family and complete the form accordingly

3.

Calculate the fee payable based on the notes on page 3 (including any berthing fee)

4.

Either:
Send a scanned copy of the completed form by email to the Membership secretary, Richard

Hopper (richard@richardhopper.plus.com) and pay the fees by bank transfer to:
Sort code: 30-90-28 Account No. 00752410 (Rye Harbour Sailing Club) quoting your surname as
the reference.

Or: Send the completed form and your cheque for the fees payable to:

Richard Hopper Esq., TD,
Membership secretary

Thornhill
Playden
Rye
East Sussex
TN21 7PH

5.

Should you have any queries about applying please telephone Richard Hopper on 01797 222291
or write to him by email or post.

6.

Once your application has been processed Richard Hopper (and, if relevant, the Berthing Master,
Jeremy Short) will contact you.
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Yachting A La Française

By Jerome Montmorency

It was a warm summer’s day and I happened to be kicking my heels in the City of ** when I received a phone call
from my son, Julian. He knew a man who seemed to know everyone worth knowing in this city from whom he
had received two tickets for a social event at a yachting venue on the river. I needed little encouragement to accept his suggestion that I should join him, after, of course, consulting “she who must be obeyed” and obtaining
the necessary exit visa.
It was a rather sultry late afternoon when I emerged, with much relief, from the stifling metro. However, I soon
discovered, to my dismay, that I had alighted too soon and I faced a long walk to the station near to the point
where I had agreed to meet my son (re-entering the sweltering metro was not a prospect which greatly appealed
to me). I did at least have the prospect of a soft breeze wafting over the river. As I approached the next metro
station I looked down aghast at my feet; this was not a promenade along a paved London street but a chalky gravel path and my shoes and trousers were coated in a white dust; I was an apparition not unlike Lawrence of Arabia
emerging from the Sinai Desert.
I hastened to a nearby café in the hope of being able to brush myself down in some privacy and also enjoy a predrinks drink. I had chosen badly insofar as the café fronted onto a point where several roads converged and there
was a cacophony of hooting and honking. Drinking faster than was advisable in order to avoid a sudden asthmatic
attack caused by the car fumes, I eventually left the café and soon caught up with my son who led me to the entrance to the riverside venue where we would spend the next few hours.
We were initially confronted by a security
desk where one’s credentials were examined. However, this being the city of ****,
we were not given an inked stamp on the
arm but an elegant straw trilby which was to
be the outward sign that one was one of the
chosen people. The hats which were being
distributed all seemed to be one size. That
suited me but I could not help sparing a
thought for the unfortunate guest who had
a small head as he or she would need very
large ears to support the hat and to be able
to see and avoid stumbling into the nearby
river.
The next obstacle to traverse was a group of
photographers. Judging by the large size of
their lenses, they seemed to be members of
the paparazzi. I paused momentarily, wondering how I might be challenged:
“and who might you be?”
“A lord of the manor”
“Which manor?”
“L’isle des Chiens?”
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Discretion is the best part of valour as they say. Abiding by that rule had got me out of a lot of fixes in the past
and I decided that it would be prudent to make a perambulation around the backs of the paparazzi.
Once inside the yachting venue there was a glittering array of glasses to be filled with Champagne and other intoxicating liquor. Well-attired beau-monde were busily engaged in convivial discourse which spilled onto the
quayside. Nearby groups of people were playing petanque to the sweet strains of Caribbean music. This persuaded me that, after Champagne, some form of rum was de rigueur.
As this was a yachting event, I found my attention drawn to a yacht moored at the quayside.
I later discovered that, apart from a few small
motor boats, this represented one half of the
fleet moored at the venue.
Further over I saw what could only be described a small ship. A gangway led to the deck
but stationed at the gangway were a group of
security guards and so this was an intriguing
entrance to what was nothing less than a party
within a party.

Below– petanque—a game played by the French
whilst or after drinking alcohol to see if they can
still throw metal balls in a straight line.
The first drink of many

I managed to negotiate my way past the security guards and
along the gangway with a degree of trepidation in view of the
feeling that, if my behaviour was anything less than impeccable, I could find myself walking off a gangplank on the other
side of the ship!
Once on board it felt like time for another drink and my son
and I made our way to one of the several bars which were
serving exotic-looking cocktails. We concentrated on those
with a maritime connection- i.e. rum. With every drink my
command of the French language in general, and the subjunctive tense in particular, diminished at an exponential and
alarming rate. I was still able to explain my experiences in a
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Laser on the West coast of France.
We were still surrounded by the same media people and elegantly dressed weather girls. My experience of women of the city of *** had until this point been confined to those scrutinising Impressionist art in the Grand Palais,
dressed in two piece suits with scintillating lapel broaches and, correcting surmising that I was English, frowning
at me in disdain as if I had been personally responsible for the withdrawal of the British Expeditionary Force from
Dunkirk whilst mumbling “La perfide Albion!” beneath their breath. A glance at their shoes would bring Rosa
Klebb in “From Russia with Love” to mind and indicated that it was time for me to take a divergent path. The female guests at this party were quite different and with their laughing and high spirits, contributed to the pervasive air of jollity.
I looked across the deck where I could see numerous straw-hatted guests drinking merrily and playing petanque. I
was struck by the thought that, if they carried on drinking at the same rate I was drinking, they would end up
playing petanque on their hands and knees as dusk fell.
A short while later I saw a lady I thought I recognised- not from any personal encounter you understand but from
appearances in newspapers and on television. I suddenly realised that she was a lady who had once been close to
the President. At this juncture my mind wandered and I considered various possibilities- should I, as one of Her
Majesty’s subjects, approach her and address her on a yachting subject? It seemed unlikely that she would have
a personal acquaintance with the complexities of anti-fouling or diesel maintenance. I could try the Glaswegian
alcoholic persona: “Och aye, d’ yer know that you can save quite a few pennies if you buy your bilge paint at Force
4?”
On reflection, this was not an approach which was likely to be received favourably and it was perhaps best to play
it straight:
“ Hello, I’m a sailor”
“Well, I’m not interrested in zat”
“No, I mean a real sailor– I am a member of Rye Harbour Sailing Club”
“And where iz zat?”
“Rye, a town in East Sussex – does it not ring any
bells?”
“No– I hav’ neverr hurrd of iit”
“Well you should do because in 1377 you, I mean not
you personally of course, but a French raiding party,
stole the Church Bell. We managed to get it back of
course”
I had the overwhelming impression that such an approach would not end well and I could easily end up creating
a diplomatic incident or, worse still, become embroiled in an international “MeToo” scandal. I thought it prudent
to abandon all thoughts of speaking to this lady.
My son and I again navigated the gangway leading back to dry land. After consuming a few more drinks and
after my son had managed to obtain a selfie with a well-known French rugby player, we decided that it was time
to leave and I slowly made my way back to the metro station with a degree of trepidation: if I found it difficult
enough to navigate the metro system whilst sober how would I manage it through an alcohol-induced haze?
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Tales of a Cornish Trader Part 6: The Continued Story of “How not to
buy a boat” By Gary Palmer
Previously, in Part 5… We start our passage across the Irish Sea from Kilmore Quay to Newlyn, enjoying dolphins and gannets – and a calm sea.

Arrival at Land’s End.
Despite having to motor most of the way across the Irish Sea we were grateful for the good visibility, and for
the calm sea, which enabled us to easily refuel part way across (and without any spillage) from the 16 gallons
in 4 large containers that, when needed, ‘Nomad’ can additionally carry in the aft cockpit.
Soon our track showed that we were nearing Land’s End and everyone, despite standing watches through the
night, wanted to be on deck for our landfall. Ken normally was able to spot anything, however small or distant,
long before the rest of us, but our approach had some occasional mist patches, and sight of land remained elusive until we cleared one final patch of poor visibility and eagle-eye Ken spotted the Longships Lighthouse.

Alan & Irene: “Gary, this bit goes at the front…”

What

At last– some wind!
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Although ours was in no way an arduous passage, it was quite a nice feeling to have made it across without incident, so with a general good feeling we celebrated the end of our crossing with a cup of tea and large quantities
of Alan’s porridge. (We all took our turn in the galley but as an aside I would heartily recommend having a crewmember out of Alan’s mould – i.e. someone who would uncomplainingly and voluntarily spend much more than
his fair share of time preparing something tasty -or at least creatively innovative (!) - to eat.) It is amazing what
you can add to porridge and for it still to be edible…
In brightening sunshine I thought that I had spotted a basking shark a short distance ahead - definitely something like a fin raised above the surface – and all hands went to lookout stations. But it disappeared until Michael spotted it again from his position on the starboard quarter, and positively identified it as a Sun Fish – a
first for everyone.

A Change of Plan.
As we looked at the chart and prepared for our
next leg to Newlyn, Alan asked ‘Is it Falmouth
after Newlyn?’ Followed by ‘ Why don’t we go
straight there? The weather forecast is good,
and we have the whole day to get there.’ Now I
had thought that I would probably have a
knackered crew by the time we had crossed the
Irish Sea, but everyone was in fine fettle, so
with a quick check on distance, fuel, weather
and the tidal stream atlas, Falmouth it was! And
this turned out to be a very good move for the
latter part of the whole trip.

Ken at the helm on a lovely day

So it was a new course for the Lizard, in fine
weather, the only down side being that we
were motoring yet again. But the weather allowed everyone to take an easy hour at the
wheel and also get some rest, dozing on the aft
deck in the sunshine.
Right:Ken off watch on the aft deck (in taxing
conditions...)

Brief Encounter
And dozing on the aft deck was what I was doing when I was woken by a call of ‘Gaffer ahead!’ and indeed there
was a gaff ketch on a reciprocal course to us a few miles ahead, and as we drew closer, a glance through the binoculars confirmed that it was ‘Provident’. We altered course slightly to pass closer and turned to run on the
same heading and exchanged greetings; two gaff ketches in an otherwise empty sea, ‘Provident’ dwarfing our
mere 30 feet and us feeling a bit like we could have been her tender.
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A Meeting with Provident

Falmouth
I like Falmouth. It always gives me a decidedly strong feeling of arrival, Pendennis on one side, St Anthony on the
other, the hundreds of years of seafaring history, craft of all shapes and sizes coming and going, interesting
boats on the moorings. And waiting for us at our marina berth was an old chum Peter, an additional crew member keen to do a leg of our trip. So we had a good run ashore, and lots of ‘Do you remember…’ chat about past
sailing trips with Peter.

To Plymouth
We had hoped that we would finally get some wind and be able to
sail but yet again we had to motor. Was it my imagination or was the
rattle that I had first noticed back in Belfast getting louder? Peter,
with fresh ears, thought he could hear it. But there was nothing that
we could find that was causing it, as we again checked that everything was tight in the engine compartment, under the sink, in the
lockers. I contemplated getting someone from a boatyard to listen
but it only was audible when we were under way, and I was now feeling that it was something to do with the centreplate as it seemed to
change when we lowered or raised it, and stopped when we were
sailing. I put it to the back of my mind for further investigation when
we got back to Rye.
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Wet Watch (But at least someone
has made him a cuppa...)
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Family Reunion in Plymouth
Plymouth was a long-anticipated destination as my daughter Caroline and husband Rob plus children Benjamin (5)
and Sofia (3) were there to meet us, all seeing ‘Nomad’ the first time. The children were, predictably, excited to be
on a boat and scrambled from bow to stern and back again exploring with one or other adult keeping a grasp of a
collar or belt when they were on deck.

Keeping the crew in check
Next Time:
Plymouth to Dartmouth, fog, Michael leaves for home, more fog, across Lyme Bay, radio exchange with a warship
engaged in live firing, more fog, a bit bouncy off of Portland, glad to get into Weymouth!
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XXXII The Treasure-hunt—The Voice Among the Trees
Partly from the damping influence of this alarm, partly to rest Silver and the sick folk, the whole party sat down as soon as
they had gained the brow of the ascent.
The plateau being somewhat tilted towards the west, this spot on which we had paused commanded a wide prospect on
either hand. Before us, over the tree-tops, we beheld the Cape of the Woods fringed with surf; behind, we not only looked
down upon the anchorage and Skeleton Island, but saw—clear across the spit and the eastern lowlands—a great field of
open sea upon the east. Sheer above us rose the Spyglass, here dotted with single pines, there black with precipices. There
was no sound but that of the distant breakers, mounting from all round, and the chirp of countless insects in the brush. Not
a man, not a sail, upon the sea; the very largeness of the view increased the sense of solitude.
Silver, as he sat, took certain bearings with his compass.
“There are three 'tall trees'” said he, “about in the right line from Skeleton Island. 'Spy-glass shoulder,' I take it, means that
lower p'int there. It's child's play to find the stuff now. I've half a mind to dine first.”
“I don't feel sharp,” growled Morgan. “Thinkin' o' Flint—I think it were—as done me.”
“Ah, well, my son, you praise your stars he's dead,” said Silver.
“He were an ugly devil,” cried a third pirate with a shudder; “that blue in the face too!”
“That was how the rum took him,” added Merry. “Blue! Well, I reckon he was blue. That's a true word.”
Ever since they had found the skeleton and got upon this train of thought, they had spoken lower and lower, and they had
almost got to whispering by now, so that the sound of their talk hardly interrupted the silence of the wood. All of a sudden,
out of the middle of the trees in front of us, a thin, high, trembling voice struck up the well-known air and words:
“Fifteen men on the dead man's chest—
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The buccaneers remained rooted to the ground, their eyes starting from their heads. Long after the voice had
died away they still stared in silence, dreadfully, before them.
“That fixes it!” gasped one. “Let's go.”
“They was his last words,” moaned Morgan, “his last words above board.”
Dick had his Bible out and was praying volubly. He had been well brought up, had Dick, before he came to sea
and fell among bad companions.
Still Silver was unconquered. I could hear his teeth rattle in his head, but he had not yet surrendered.
“Nobody in this here island ever heard of Darby,” he muttered; “not one but us that's here.” And then, making
a great effort: “Shipmates,” he cried, “I'm here to get that stuff, and I'll not be beat by man or devil. I never was
feared of Flint in his life, and, by the powers, I'll face him dead. There's seven hundred thousand pound not a
quarter of a mile from here. When did ever a gentleman o' fortune show his stern to that much dollars for a
boozy old seaman with a blue mug—and him dead too?”
But there was no sign of reawakening courage in his followers, rather, indeed, of growing terror at the irreverence of his words.
“Belay there, John!” said Merry. “Don't you cross a sperrit.”
And the rest were all too terrified to reply. They would have run away severally had they dared; but fear kept
them together, and kept them close by John, as if his daring helped them. He, on his part, had pretty well
fought his weakness down.
“Sperrit? Well, maybe,” he said. “But there's one

thing not clear to me. There was an echo. Now, no
man ever seen a sperrit with a shadow; well then,
what's he doing with an echo to him, I should like
to know? That ain't in natur', surely?”
This argument seemed weak enough to me. But
you can never tell what will affect the superstitious, and to my wonder, George Merry was greatly relieved.
“Well, that's so,” he said. “You've a head upon
your shoulders, John, and no mistake. 'Bout ship,
mates! This here crew is on a wrong tack, I do believe. And come to think on it, it was like Flint's
voice, I grant you, but not just so clear-away like it,
after all. It was liker somebody else's voice now—it
was liker—”
“By the powers, Ben Gunn!” roared Silver.
“Aye, and so it were,” cried Morgan, springing on
his knees. “Ben Gunn it were!”
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“It don't make much odds, do it, now?” asked Dick. “Ben Gunn's not here in the body any more'n Flint.”
But the older hands greeted this remark with scorn.
“Why, nobody minds Ben Gunn,” cried Merry; “dead or alive, nobody minds him.”
It was extraordinary how their spirits had returned and how the natural colour had revived in their faces. Soon
they were chatting together, with intervals of listening; and not long after, hearing no further sound, they shouldered the tools and set forth again, Merry walking first with Silver's compass to keep them on the right line with
Skeleton Island. He had said the truth: dead or alive, nobody minded Ben Gunn.
Dick alone still held his Bible, and looked around him as he went, with fearful glances; but he found no sympathy, and Silver even joked him on his precautions.
“I told you,” said he—“I told you you had sp'iled your Bible. If it ain't no good to swear by, what do you suppose
a sperrit would give for it? Not that!” and he snapped his big fingers, halting a moment on his crutch.
But Dick was not to be comforted; indeed, it was soon plain to me that the lad was falling sick; hastened by
heat, exhaustion, and the shock of his alarm, the fever, predicted by Dr. Livesey, was evidently growing swiftly
higher.
It was fine open walking here, upon the summit; our
way lay a little downhill, for, as I have said, the plateau
tilted towards the west. The pines, great and small,
grew wide apart; and even between the clumps of
nutmeg and azalea, wide open spaces baked in the
hot sunshine. Striking, as we did, pretty near northwest across the island, we drew, on the one hand, ever nearer under the shoulders of the Spy-glass, and on
the other, looked ever wider over that western bay
where I had once tossed and trembled in the coracle.
Robert Louis Stevenson

The first of the tall trees was reached, and by the bearings proved the wrong one. So with the second. The third
rose nearly two hundred feet into the air above a clump of underwood—a giant of a vegetable, with a red column as big as a cottage, and a wide shadow around in which a company could have manoeuvred. It was conspicuous far to sea both on the east and west and might have been entered as a sailing mark upon the chart.
But it was not its size that now impressed my companions; it was the knowledge that seven hundred thousand
pounds in gold lay somewhere buried below its spreading shadow. The thought of the money, as they drew
nearer, swallowed up their previous terrors. Their eyes burned in their heads; their feet grew speedier and lighter; their whole soul was bound up in that fortune, that whole lifetime of extravagance and pleasure, that lay
waiting there for each of them.
Silver hobbled, grunting, on his crutch; his nostrils stood out and quivered; he cursed like a madman when the
flies settled on his hot and shiny countenance; he plucked furiously at the line that held me to him and from time
to time turned his HMS
eyes upon
me with
a deadly
look.
Certainly
took no pains to hide his thoughts, and certainRoebuck–
survey
of the
New
GuineaheCoast
ly I read them like print. In the immediate nearness of the gold, all else had been forgotten: his promise and the
doctor's warning were both things of the past, and I could not doubt that he hoped to seize upon the treasure,
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find and board the Hispaniola under cover of night, cut every honest throat about that island, and sail away as
he had at first intended, laden with crimes and riches.
Shaken as I was with these alarms, it was hard for me to keep up with the rapid pace of the treasure-hunters.
Now and again I stumbled, and it was then that Silver plucked so roughly at the rope and launched at me his
murderous glances. Dick, who had dropped behind us and now brought up the rear, was babbling to himself
both prayers and curses as his fever kept rising. This also added to my wretchedness, and to crown all, I was
haunted by the thought of the tragedy that had once been acted on that plateau, when that ungodly buccaneer
with the blue face—he who died at Savannah, singing and shouting for drink—had there, with his own hand,
cut down his six accomplices. This grove that was now so peaceful must then have rung with cries, I thought;
and even with the thought I could believe I heard it ringing still.
We were now at the margin of the thicket.
“Huzza, mates, all together!” shouted Merry; and the foremost broke into a run.
And suddenly, not ten yards further, we beheld them stop. A low cry arose. Silver doubled his pace, digging
away with the foot of his crutch like one possessed; and next moment he and I had come also to a dead halt.
Before us was a great excavation, not very recent, for the sides had fallen in and grass had sprouted on the
bottom. In this were the shaft of a pick broken in two and the boards of several packing-cases strewn around.
On one of these boards I saw, branded with a hot iron, the name Walrus—the name of Flint's ship.
All was clear to probation. The cache had been found and rifled; the seven hundred thousand pounds were
gone!
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INTERESTED IN BECOMING A MEMBER OF THE RYA?
The Royal Yachting Association (RYA) is the national governing body for dinghy, yacht and motor cruising, all
forms of sail racing, RIBs and sports boats, windsurfing and personal watercraft.
The RYA is the leading representative for those involved in boating and helps protect and advance the interests
of sailors at both national and local levels. With more than 1500 affiliated clubs the RYA sets and maintains recognised standards for training for both leisure and commercial boating through a network of more than 2,400
RYA Recognised Training Centres across 58 countries. The RYA is also responsible for one of the UK’s most successful Olympic medal winning sports and its coaching and development schemes actively support 800 of our
country’s top sailors, from talented juniors to Olympic and World champions.
Although Rye Harbour Sailing Club is an RYA affiliated club this does not mean that you are automatically a
member of the RYA! The benefits of being an RYA member include access to:
specialist cruising, legal and technical boating advice from RYA in-house experts;
exclusive offers and discounts from over 80 member reward partners, from clothing, personal and boat equipment, to the latest technology, holidays and travel, insurance, magazine subscriptions and boat show tickets,
helping you keep down the cost of your boating;
all the latest news and information via the RYA Magazine, website or direct to your inbox with a host of eNewsletters.
Our club is now a joining point for the RYA. If you join through us the Club will receive a financial benefit by
way of commission. You can join through the Club by one of the following methods:
By completing an RYA Application form which will shortly be available at the Clubhouse and returning it to the
RYA;
By Phone – by calling the RYA’s Member Services team on 023 8060 4159 who will happily talk through the
benefits of becoming an RYA Member. Don’t forget you will need to quote the Club’s Joining Point number
(008101027) to ensure the Club benefits from your application.
Online at www.rya.org.uk/go/join by selecting your reason for joining as ‘Joining Point’ and you will then be
prompted to enter the Club’s joining point number.
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